ABSTRACT Real-world images usually contain multiple objects, as a result, generating an image from a multi-instance sketch is an attractive research topic. However, existing generative networks usually produce a similar texture on different instances for those methods focus on learning the distribution of the whole image. To address this problem, we propose a progressive instance texture reserved generative approach to generate more convincible images by decoupling the generation of the instances and the whole image. Specifically, we create an instance generator to synthesize the primitive color distribution and the detailed texture for each instance. Then, an image generator is designed to combine all of these instances to synthesize an image retaining texture and color. Besides, to generate more significant details, such as eyes, ears, and so on, we propose a novel technique called discriminative sketch augmentation, which can provide structural constraint by obtaining the sketch of the discriminative region. The extensive experiments demonstrate that our model not only generates convincing images but also achieves higher inception score and lower Fréchet Inception Distance on the MS-COCO dataset.
I. INTRODUCTION
Generating an image from the sketch is an attractive research topic in computer vision [2] , [5] - [7] . It can automatically generate real images with less sketch information, which provides an assistant tool for artists. Especially, the number of the specified instance or scene sketch to image translation task has been gradually growing in recent years and this methods has been successfully applied in a wide range of modern real-world applications [4] , [8] . Traditional multi-sketch-based synthesis schemes mainly rely on the image retrieval methods, including label-based and sketch-based image retrieval [5] , [6] . All these schemes extract the feature-sharing representations of natural images and sketches to get the corresponding instance image in the retrieval dataset. These retrieved instance images are combined to synthesize a multi-instance image in return. Although the traditional sketch to image schemes can synthesize a multi-instance image, they can not create an instance they have not seen in the image dataset.
Recently, Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) [9] has shown impressive results in image generation and has
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Shiqi Wang. achieved superior performance in sketch to image translation tasks [2] , [7] - [11] . GAN is successful in generating images from a single instance sketch and can create new images that do not exist in the image dataset. However, it is difficult to generate convincing images from multi-instance sketch in a single generative adversarial networks. The images generated from the existing GAN-based approaches usually show the similar texture or color on sketches of different categories [2] , [9] , [12] . Since existing GAN-based method usually approximates the distribution of the whole image, they ignore the distribution of different categories instances. Inspired by the ideas of works of Wang and Gupta [1] , it completes the generation of the entire image by decomposing the structural and style distributions for the indoor scene images so that the method retains structural information and generates a reasonable style. As a result, we propose a progressive generative adversarial networks for the multi-instance sketch(MS-PGAN) synthesis to decouple the fitting of the instances and the whole image, so that the network is capable of generating both reasonable instances textures and convincing images. This progressive network mainly contains two stages. The first stage is called an instance generator, which synthesizes the primitive color distribution and detailed texture of every instance based on the given labeled multi-sketch. In order to provide sufficient sketch constraints, we add an auxiliary sketch to encoder part. Thus, the contour and structural information of the instance image can be preserved. The second stage is called an image generator, which combines the instance generated by stage-one and then synthesizes a complete image retaining the texture and color. In addition, global feature provides high-level semantic information so as to restrain generating an image with the corresponding categories.
Many articles argue that providing more precise information means we can render a more photo-realistic image [3] , [13] . In a complex natural scenes image, effective sketch extraction scheme is an important link for our task. To generate a sketch with more details in an image, such as eyes, ears etc., which are the significant symbols of animals, and the windows, wings etc., which are the important areas of airplane. We introduce a novel technology called Discriminative Sketch Augmentation(DSA) based on class activation maps (CAM) [14] . Our DSA technology can provide a reasonable structural constraint by obtaining the sketch of the discriminative region and can encourage robustness to noise perturbations.
The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
• We solve the problem that existing GAN-based methods learn the distribution of the whole image and ignore the distribution of the different categories instances by decoupling the fitting of the instances and the whole image by our progressive generative adversarial networks. Our MS-PGAN method is able to synthesize a multi-instance image which retains better instance texture information.
• We present the DSA technique for obtaining discriminative sketch structure based on class activation maps. The obtained discriminative sketch with precise structural constraints can generate more fidelity images.
• We collect a high quality dataset that provides abundant multi-instance sketch training data for the multi-instance image generation. The dataset is also suitable for other tasks of sketch images, such as sketch classification, sketch recognition, etc.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces related works, Section 3 presents the methodology of this paper, including the overall framework of the scheme, discriminative sketch augmentation, instance generation, and image generation. Section 4 includes quantitative and quality experiments on the MS-COCO dataset. Finally, Section 5 draws the conclusions of this work.
II. RELATED WORK A. TRANDITIONAL IMAGE SYNTHESIS METHODS
The traditional multi-sketch-based methods synthesize realistic images by combining objects and backgrounds which retrieved from the given image dataset. Cheng et al. proposed the first sketch to photo method which was named as Sketch2Photo [5] . The Sketch2Photo method needs to search the images on the Internet for matching the given different text labels and filters this retrieval images by contents matching and sketch contours matching. Followed by the Sketch2Photo method, Photosketcher employed a sketch-based retrieval approach, and the main difference between Sketch2Photo and Photosketcher is that the Photosketcher method performs purely visual feature searches with a sketch. Nevertheless, the method of feature representation used in Photosketcher offers limited invariance to changes in position, orientation, and scale. MindCamera [15] improved the accuracy of retrieval because it combined the sketch and the assistant tag with the retrieval method YOLO [16] . But the tags predicted by YOLO are not so accurate that the synthesized images not match with the given sketch's classes. In these sketch-based retrieval approaches, an image dataset is highly desired, to ensure the approach can always find good matches for any sketch queries. For the sake of improving the efficiency of sketch-based image retrieval, there are many works building a feature presentation bridge between sketch and image [17] - [22] . However, there exist some common shortcomings in the aforementioned traditional sketch-based retrieval methods. They can not create what they have not seen in the large-scale image dataset.
B. GAN-BASED IMAGE GENERATION
The emergence of Gan-based methods [9] , [23] make creating a new stuff possible. GANs define a traing stratrgy between two adversarial networks that the genrator attempts to generate the fake imges to fool the discriminator while the discriminator makes its efforts to classifies the fake and real images. GAN has been applied in a wide range of image synthesis applications, including blind motion deblurring [24] , [25] , domain transfer [4] , [26] , photorealistic super-resolution [27] , [28] , text to image [29] , [30] and Line Art Colorization [7] , [10] . Recently, many methods have been put forward to generate images from the sketch. Güçlütürk et al. [31] built a model by inverting face sketches into the synthetic photorealistic face images. Isola et al. [2] proposed an fantasting work called pixel-to-pixel translation network which created resonable image by conditioning the given sketch. Scribbler developed a system to transform sketches of specific scenes to real images with scribble color strokes [8] . Zhu et al. presented an approach for learning to translate an image from a source domain X to a target domain Y in the absence of paired examples [4] . Wang et al. synthesized high-resolution photo-realistic images with multi-scale generator [3] . The GAN-based methods mentioned above are specifically designed for sketch with single or a few categories. The SketchyGan method yielded images with a single object by given the corresponding class label [11] . Although these works have shown the impressive result in single instance sketch-to-image task, none of them conceived a method to resolve the problem of multi-instance generation. Those networks produced similar texture or color for Besides generating images by a single Gan, some works [1] , [30] , [32] utilized a series of Gans to decoupe the image generation process. Wang and Gupta [1] decomposed the image generation process into style generation and structure generation for the indoor scene images. StackGan [30] created high-quality images from text descriptions by decomposing the task into two stages. Hong et al. [32] proposed hierarchical approach for text to complicated image synthesis by inferring semantic layout from the given text, and generate images from the semantic layout. All these schemes are modularized individually so as to solve the whole problem step by step. Inspired by the ideas of decomposition, for a result of our task aims to generate a multi-instance image, we design a valid progressive network to decouple the generation of the image and the instances, so that our method produces a discriminative texture on different instances.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
A. THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK Fig. 1 shows the structure of our MS-PGAN. The input of the progressive generative adversarial network is a colorized sketch, which is obtained by our DSA method. The DSA technique can obtain more discriminative sketch details based on class activation maps. The discriminative sketch is composed of two separate parts: one is the edge of (Holistically-nested edge detection) HED, the other is the edge of CAM. A multi-instance image is generated by the following sequence of generators. The Instance Generator takes a colorized multi-sketch as input, in which each color represents one specific category. For each sketch, the corresponding sub-generator generates a primitive instance texture and color distribution. Finally, the instance generators output a set of instance images of different categories without any background. The Image Generator synthesizes a complete image that contains multiple instances and a background. Since the discriminant sketch provides better structural constraints for generating more credible images, the lack of discriminant sketch results in poor image quality.
The input of the Image Generator is the instance images obtained by the instance generator. We combine our generator with a pretrained global feature network as an image generator. Because the global feature provides high-level semantic information which is useful for generating multi-instance image.
B. DISCRIMINATIVE SKETCH AUGMENTATION
With the development of data-driven intelligent era, learning the mapping between sketches and images requires a suitable training dataset which contains sketch image pairs. We propose the DSA technique to create a reasonable sketch of the corresponding image and encourage robustness to achieve small perturbations. We usually pay attention to the iconic aspects of an object when scanning an image. Due to the inherent domain gap between sketches and photos, the sketches acquired by HED [33] tend to lack of some discriminative regions in the complex context as shown in Fig. 2 .
Based on the observation of the experimental data, the key to solving the problem is to obtain the sketch of the discriminative region. The corresponding part of CAM in the feature map is the most discriminative part of image, which can be used to accurately distinguish categories [14] . Based on this performance in CAM, the discriminative region of the training images can be extracted by CAM. However, there are many interferences (complex background, small object) in images of natural scene. Complex interferences are harmful for the instance generation. In order to avoid the effects of the interferences, the DSA first obtains the semantic mask by using the semantic segmentation groundtruth or segmentation methods. Ideally, our method gets the segmented classes set for an image by a semantic mask. For the segmented classes set, DSA first implies the HED for extracting the coarse sketch S Hed . Then, using a pretrained CAM to obtain the most discriminative region of every segmented class. Finally, applying an adaptive threshold edge-detection algorithm on the discriminative region to create the discriminative region sketch S Cam . The final fine sketch is captured by fusing the coarse sketch and the discriminative region sketch,
For different classes of sketch, the specified colors are given by DSA. With a limited amount of data, this process usually causes over-fitting in the neural network. The DSA technique mitigates this problem by producing additional I image , S sketch pairs. In the process of getting the discriminative sketch, we introduce noises to make our model more robust to it. The concrete details of the DSA are shown in the experiment. Our scheme provides the dataset with high quality for multi-instance sketch to image synthesis, which contains 44067 I image , S sketch pairs. The image size in the dataset is 256×256 as shown in Fig. 3 .
C. INSTANCE GENERATION
Once given the labeled multi-instance sketch, MS-PGAN decomposes the image into n categories according to the sketch color by the separetion block and trains a sub-generator to generate the corresponding instance image for each category. As shown in Fig. 4 , to condition the S sketch of each category, instance GAN trains the generator G in and the discriminator
where the sketch image S sketch and the real image I are subject to the true distribution p data , z is a noise vector. Perceptual loss can encourage the network to generate realistic images and achieves a fast convergence [34] .
where λ 0 is a hyper-parameter, the L adv is the adversarial loss, the L content loss is a perceptual loss which is difference from the convolution feature map of real image and generated images. It learns the distribution difference of different images on a certain feature layer, thus making the distribution of generated images is closer to the real image distribution.
where P can be regarded as a feature extractor in a network which is pretrained on the ImageNet. Network Architecture: The main structure of our instance GAN network architecture is shown in Fig. 4 . The generator G in follows the general shape of U-Net [35] . Since providing more auxiliary information can generate more photo-realistic images, we modified the structure by adding an auxiliary sketch to the encoder part for providing sufficient sketch details [3] , [13] . Besides, the size of the input sketch changes along with the convolutional feature maps. For example, the first convolutional feature mapsC 0 receives the sketch S sketch as input and produces the new feature map F 0 (downsample to w 0 /2, h 0 /2 ). Meanwhile, the original sketch S sketch which is downsample to w 0 /2, h 0 /2 and concatenated with the new feature map F 0 .
D. IMAGE GENERATION
The output of the instance generator defines texture, color, location and class information of the instances. Applying a single generative network for multi-instance sketch usually leads to generating consistent texture and color across all the instances in an image. Since the single network usually approximate the distribution of the whole image so that ignore the distribution of different categories instances. Our instance VOLUME 7, 2019 generator compensates for the lack of instances distribution, but only learning the distribution of instances is not enough. In MS-PGAN, the image generator is used to learn the whole image distribution. For one thing, due to the segmentation ground truth of images in the MS-COCO datasets contains overlapping regions, which leads to an apparent artificial combination trace of the generated images. For the other thing, the images generated by the instance generator not contains backgrounds. Considering these issues, we design a Image GAN which is conditioned on the instance generator results and the original multi-instance sketch. It can reserve the instance distribution and generate a reasonable global information by learning the distribution of the whole image on the condition of instance images. To further constrain the classes of image generation, the image GAN introduces a global feature network to provide restrains of high-level semantic information to the image generator, which is helpful to produce an image with the corresponding categories.
The image GAN conditional on the multi-instance image M in and the multi-instance sketch S msk , then trains the generator G im and the discriminator D im by minimizing
where the multi-instance sketch S msk , the multi-instance image M in and the real image I are subject to real distribution p data , z is a noise vector.
where L content is a perceptual loss which learns the distribution difference in different images on certain feature map. NetworkArchitecture. The main generator structure of our image GAN network is shown in the right half of Fig. 1 . We modified the image generator structure by adding an auxiliary sketch in the convolutional block as the extra information which can assist in generating the images with the given counters. Besides, image generator introduces a global feature network to extract semantic information which restrains given category of the generated image.
IV. EXPERIMENT A. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
Due to the lack of available quality < I image , S sketch > pairs dataset. We collect the 21 class MS-COCO images (including background) which are overlap to that in the Pascal VOC dataset [36] . In MS-PGAN, the instance generator trains 20 independent sub-generators for the 20 different instance which are consistent with the categories in the VOC dataset. The DSA model processes a high quality dataset for MS-COCO and Pascal VOC as describe in section III.B. The augmented pairs are increased to n× < I image ,S sketch > by increasing the discriminative region sketch S CAM . Our method cleans the isolated pixels and removes small connected components in the discriminative region sketch S Cam . The proportion of the removed small connected components are regulated on n levels. In our experiments, the parameters of the adaptive Threshold edge-detection method in OpenCV setting are b = 5 and c = 7, where b is the number of pixel neighborhood that is used to calculate the threshold value, c is bias. The proportion of the romoved small connected components which is regulated on several n different levels. In our method, we set the parameters of romoved small connected components n = 3, con = 2, where the setting of con is represents eight connectivity mode. α is a random parameter ranging from {0 − 0.7}, which indicates the proportion of the small objects should be removed. λ 0 = 10, λ 1 = 10 are the hyper-parameters set in the MS-PGAN. In the experiment, the perceptual loss regarded as a feature extractor in the VGG19 network which is pretrained on the ImageNet. The Pool5 feature map in the VGG19 network is acquire to calculate our content loss.
B. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
To evaluate our method, we design several baseline models to validate the effects of the overall architecture and the components in our network. The Inception Score (IS) [37] , Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) [38] and segmentation score applied in Zhu et al. works [4] are used to the quantitative evaluation criteria.
Due to the reasonable design of structure and loss, the generator we manufactured has achieved good experiment results. Table 1 reports the IS and FID score on our baseline Instance models in the Cat dataset in MS-COCO. It can be seen from the table that Additional Sketch(SK) concatenated in the Instance Generator, Deepen the Network(DN), the Discriminative Sketch Augmentation(DSA) and the Perceptual Loss(PL) tricks are all beneficial to get higher inception scores and lower FID scores. The table leads us draw the conclusion that generating more plausible images needs proper sketch constraint with CAM and reasonable guidance with SK. Meanwhile, The IS score of DSA increased and the FID score slightly declined. It means stronger structural constraints will increase the images quality and reduce the diversity of the generated images. The Instance Generator learns the position of the eyes autonomously with S Hed . Without the structural constraints, the generated multi-instance image tends to be contrived. The S sketch taken from HED and CAM provides more structural constraint. Therefore, our model generates a more plausible image. Some samples illustrates the visual result in Fig. 5 . We also add the instance map for generate an instance image as shown in Fig. 6 . The generated instance image tends to be contrived without the structural constraints. The instance generation result in Pascal VOC as shown in Fig. 10 . FIGURE 5. S Hed is the HED sketch, S sketch is the discriminative sketch. The G Hed is the test result of S Hed which is trained on I image , S Hed pairs dataset. The G sketch is the test result of S sketch which is trained on I image , S sketch pairs dataset.
As shown in Table 2 , the EDResnet model is an encoder-decoder structure with Resnet [39] . Our progressive structure achieves better Inception score and FID than other GANs models with the MS-COCO dataset. It demonstrates that the MS-PGAN is able to reserve the instance texture and can better approximate the original image's distribution. Fig. 7 illustrates some examples of the synthesized images from our progressive generator and other image generators. It shows that the MS-PGAN generates different texture and color across different instances in an image. Especially compared with Pix2PixHD, our progressive structure learns reasonable relationship between the instance and VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 6. The G instance map is the test result of instance map which is trained on I image , Inatance Map pairs dataset. The G sketch is the test result of discriminative Sketch which is trained on I image , Sketch pairs dataset.
FIGURE 7.
Comparison of the proposed progressive structure and the the other generators with multi-instance sketch contained by DSA teachnology. the surroundings, such as, the person and the cow walking on the loess, the bus driving on the road, people standing on the beach, the boat driving in the sea as shown in Fig. 7 . Since the MS-PGAN decouple the instances and the whole image, it is useful for yielding the global relationship information and the corresponding instance texture. Furthermore, the global feature can improve the rationality of image generation because that it learns extra nexus for different instances. Image semantic segmentation can segment the object's area and identify their content. High quality instance objects and accurate contour information can help those image segmentation tasks. Similar with Isola et al. and Zhu et al. [2] , [4] , to further evaluate our model, we segment the images generated by various generators using the pretrained Mask R-CNN [40] model on the MS-COCO dataset. As represented in table 3, our model gets the highest Average Intersection over Union(IOU) score which is close to the MS-COCO test dataset's results. Fig. 8 shows semantic segmentation results from other image generator and the MS-PGAN. Fig. 9 demonstrates some samples of the semantic segmentation results from our progressive generator and the real images from MS-COCO dataset. The reason is that our model focuses on the generation of instances in one image. It is evident that the MS-PGAN preserves more detailed texture information and generates more reasonable images. On the one hand, the Additional Sketch strategy captures geometric and structural patterns with clearly defined discriminative sketches. On the other hand, the progressive structure reserves detailed texture information for the instances in the image. In the experiment, we crop the images in the MS-COCO dataset, so that the IOU score on the test dataset is lower than the officially released results. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the MS-PGAN design for multi-instance sketch to image generation, which can decouple the fitting of the instances and the whole image, preserves the instances texture in the generated plausible images. Our DSA technology generates more reliable images by providing precise structural constraints. We collect a high quality dataset that contains 44067 < I image , S sketch > pairs for the multi-instance image generation. This is helpful for other sketch images tasks. Experiment results show that our progressive networks generates more plausible images than using multi-sketch directly. 
